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Abstract--XML is being largely accepted as a standard for data representation, XML is mostly preferred markup language to support keyword 
search. In this paper, we propose search intention identification and relevance oriented ranking for search results. The proposed method consists 
of the following steps such as: Indexing, Selecting the exact T-type node and Data search and Ranking of search results. First the input XML 
data is given to indexing process that converts the XML data into the indexed format i.e. data index and node index. Then, the corresponding T-
type node is selected using proposed statistical dependent formulae. On selection of T-type node, the relevant data is obtained based on sorting 
the node type paths. Lastly ranking is done based on the search results obtained from these steps with our designed ranking measure. This work 
of ours improves the effectiveness of the search for node type and ranking of search results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As the World Wide Web is becoming a major carrier to share and disseminate information, HTML and XML were initially 
designed to tailor for large-scaled web-compliant information publishing on Web. On one hand, in contrast to HTML which has 
predefined elements and attributes, for output formatting purpose. XML allows users to define their own elements specific to their 
application or business needs, where data stored in XML contains more meaningful structural and semantic information, 
manifesting more powerful expressiveness than HTML.One method for searching XML data on the web, is keyword search, 
which borrows ideas from the traditional IR community .A user query is typically a set of keywords and the query answer is a 
ranked list of relevant XML fragments, each of which contains all the keywords in the query. The advantages of this paradigm are 
the following. First, the query mechanism is relatively simple and there is no need for the user to learn the complex syntax of 
XML query languages. Second, the user does not have to know the schema of the data before he/she can issue a keyword query. In 
fact, keyword search provides a simple and user-friendly query interface to retrieve XML data in a variety of web and scientific 
applications, where users may not know XPath/XQuery, or the schema of data is unavailable or change frequently. 

Keyword search approaches suffer from two main drawbacks: (i) they do not distinguish tag names from textual content; 
(ii) they cannot express complex query semantics. In other words, they do not enforce the containment relationships between the 
keywords and tags in the query. To address this limitation, an alternative paradigm for XML search on the web, termed semantic 
search, has been proposed. A search query for a semantic search can be a set of simple tag-term pairs, such as (author:Ullman, 
title:database), which enforces the containment relationship between a term and a tag. The semantics of this query is that the term 
“Ullman” must be in a tag author, and the term “database” must be in a tag title. Although the semantic search based on tag-term 
pairs is more precise than the simple keyword search, it is still not precise enough to capture the complex containment 
relationships among different tags in the query. A semantic search query can also be a complex XML query expressed in full-
fledged XML query languages extended with full-text search functionalities, such as XQuery. The major advantage of this 
paradigm is that the query answers are potentially more precise than simple keyword search. Its main drawback is that it requires 
the user to partially know the schema in order to issue an effective query. As XML is becoming a standard in data representation, 
it is desirable to support keyword search in XML database. The fig 1 shows Partial data sub tree Structure for ‘DBLP’ XML 
database.XML keyword search exploit the statistics of underlying XML database to address Search Intention, Result Retrieval, 
and Relevance Ranking as a single problem. 
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Fig 1. Partial data sub tree Structure for ‘DBLP’ XML database. 

2. RELATED WORK 

In XReal author [2] have studied the problem of effective XML keyword search which included the identification of user search 
intention and result ranking in the presence of keyword ambiguities. They utilized statistics to infer user search intention and rank 
the query results. In particular, they have defined XML TF and XML DF, based on which have been designed formulae to 
computed the confidence level of each candidate node type to be a search for/search via node, and further proposed XML TF*IDF 
similarity ranking scheme to captured the hierarchical structure of XML data. Finally, the popularity of a query result captured by 
ID Ref relationships was considered to handle the case that multiple results have comparable relevance scores. XReal does not 
consider the relationship between nodes of a subtree when it ranks its answers, so irrelevant subtrees can be ranked very high. 

 XSeek [3] addresses the search intention of keyword queries to find meaningful return information based on the concept 
of object classes (which they call entities) and the pattern of query matching. It proposes heuristics to infer the set of object classes 
in an XML document and also heuristics to infer the search intentions of keyword queries based on keyword match patterns. Its 
main idea is if an SLCA result is an object or a part of an object, we should consider the whole object sub tree or some attribute of 
the object specified in the query that is not the SLCA for result display. However, it does not consider relationships between 
objects; as a result of it XSeek may miss meaningful results of query relevant object relationships that contain all keywords. 

 XSearch [4] is a semantic search engine for XML. It has simple query language, suitable for a naive user. As a result of 
search, it returns semantically related document fragments. Extended information retrieval techniques are used to rank query 
answers. XSearch proposes a variation of LCA to find meaningfully related nodes as search results, called interconnection 
semantics. According to interconnection semantics, two nodes are considered to be semantically related if and only if there are no 
two distinct nodes with the same tag name on the paths from the LCA of the two nodes to the two nodes (excluding the two nodes 
themselves). XSearch combines a simple tf*idf IR ranking with size of the tree and the node relationship to rank results but it 
requires users to know the XML schema information, causing limited query flexibility. 

XKSearch [5] system takes a list of keywords and returns the set of Smallest Lowest Common Ancestor (SLCA) nodes, 
i.e. the set of smallest trees containing all keywords, to the user. XKSearch improves the precision of query results by considering 
only the “smallest” XML subtree as a query answer if it contains no tree that also contains all keywords. The authors propose two 
efficient algorithms, termed Indexed Lookup Eager Algorithm and Scan Eager Algorithm. Both algorithms produce part of the 
answers very quickly so that users do not have to wait long to see the first few answers. Their core contribution, the Indexed 
Lookup Eager algorithm, exploits key properties of smallest trees in order to outperform prior algorithms by orders of magnitude 
when the query contains keywords with significantly different frequencies. The Scan Eager algorithm is turned for the case where 
the keywords have similar frequencies. 

MLCA [6] concept of MLCA was proposed with schema-free XQuery which allow users to mix keyword search and 
structured query as it is beneficial to find relevant matches. MLCAs evaluated as a composition of standard access methods which 
are available in most XQuery engines. Li et al. uses a stack based algorithm to compute MLCA nodes. First it retrieves list of all 
the matches to each keyword. Then it visits all the keyword matches in the document order and maintains a stack in which each 
node is a descendent of the node below it. If node contains all the keywords in its sub tree, it is identified as a potential MLCA. To 
determine the pattern matches, it examines meaningfully relatedness of keyword matches.  

Keyword proximity search [7] is a user-friendly information discovery technique that has been extensively studied for 
text documents. A keyword proximity search does not require the user to know the structure of the graph, the role of the objects 
containing the keywords, or the type of the connections between the objects. The user simply submits a list of keywords and the 
system re- turns the sub-graphs that connect the objects containing the keywords. 

XRANK [8] presents a ranking method to rank sub trees rooted at LCAs. XRANK extends the well-known Google's 
Page Rank to assign each node n in the whole XML tree a pre-computed ranking score, which is computed based on the 
connectivity of node n in the way that n node is given a high ranking score if that node n is connected to more nodes in the XML 
tree by parent-child edges. The pre-computed ranking scores are independent of queries. For each LCA result with descendant’s 
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n1……n2 to contain query keywords, XRANK computes its rank as an aggregation of the pre-computed ranking scores of each 
node n decayed by the depth distance between ni and the LCA result.  

Ziyang Liu et al in [9] presented an XML search engine Target Search that addresses an open problem in XML keyword 
search: given relevant matches to keywords, how to compose query results properly so that they could be effectively ranked and 
easily digested by users. Intuitively, each query had a search target and each result should contain exactly one instance of the 
search target along with its evidence. They have developed Target Search which composes atomic and intact query results driven 
by users search targets.  
 

3. CHALLENGES AND ISSUES 

Effectiveness in terms of result relevance is the most important part in keyword search, which can be summarized as the following 
three issues in XML field:  

 1: It should be able to effectively identify the type of target node(s) that a keyword query intends to search for. We call such 
target node as a search for nodes. 

 2: It should be able to effectively infer the types of condition nodes that a keyword query intends to search via. We call such 
condition nodes as  search via nodes. 

3: It should be able to rank each query result in consideration of the above two issues.  

The first two issues address the search intention problem, while the third one addresses the relevance-based ranking problem. 
Regarding above 1 & 2  issues, XML keyword queries usually have ambiguities in interpreting the search for node(s) and search 
via node(s),due to three reasons. A keyword can appear both as an XML tag name and as a text value of some other nodes. 

1.A keyword can appear as the text values of different types of XML nodes and carry different meanings. 

2. A keyword can appear as an XML tag name in different contexts and carry different meanings. 

Regarding to Issue 3, the search intention for a keyword query is not easy to determine and can be ambiguous; so, how to measure 
the confidence of each search intention candidate, and rank the individual matches of all these candidates are challenging.  

To overcome these challenges, our proposed method consists of following steps: 

1) Indexing: The input XML data is given to indexing process that converts the XML data into the two indices i.e.data index and 
node index which will make search easier. 

2) Selecting the exact T-type node: The corresponding T-type nodes will be selected through our designed statistical dependent 
formulae such as Dscore and Tscore . 

3) Data search and Ranking of search results: Once selection of T-type nodes, the relevant data are obtained based on the 
sorting the node type paths. Finally, ranking will be done based on the search results obtained from the previous steps with our 
designed ranking measure using correlation measure. 

4. PROPOSED METHOD 

1. Indexing: The specific indexing method is proposed that builds two indices named Node index and Data index for structural 
nodes and data nodes respectively. Node index stores node name of each structural node, frequency of occurrence of each 
structural node either in T typed nodes or their subtrees, prefix path of the corresponding T-typed nodes in the node index as 
shown in Table 1. Data index stores corresponding node names and frequency of occurrences of each data node in XML 
document as shown in table 2.The proposed indexing approach results in effective query processing.  

Sr.No. Node Frequency Path 
1 Prefix 20 root-course 
2 bidder_name 1 root-listing 
3 Author 1 dblp-inproceedings 
4 Ee 1 dblp-article 
5 Journal 15 dblp-article 
6 Volume 1 dblp-proceedings 
7 Publisher 81 dblp-inproceedings 
8 Booktitle 73 dblp-inproceedings 
9 Enrolled 248 root-course 
10 Days 900 root-course 

Table 1: Node Index 
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Sr.
No. 

Data Node Frequency 

1 GTE/MANO88.pdf cdrom 1 
2 June month 2 
3 Frank manola author 1 
4 IBM publisher 35 
5 TODD bldg. 600 
6 NOV-27-00 

04:57:50PST 
opened 1 

7 2003 year 59 
8 Springer ee 89 
9 256MB PC133 SDram memory 2 
10 Db/labs/gte/TM-0014-

06-88-165.html 
ee 1 

Table 2: Data Index 

2. Selecting the exact T-type node: 

The corresponding T-type nodes will be selected through our designed statistical dependent formulae such as Dscore and Tscore . 
1)Dscore 

Dscore is the ratio of the depth of the ancestor nodes from the keywords in a given query. To identify the desired search for node 
type we initially estimate the Dscore of the LCA nodes in the XML document using equation (1) and choose those nodes having 
least Dscore. From these set of likely Dscore values the best node will be selected as the T-type node for given Query keywords. 
To do so, a Tscore percentage is estimated. 

 (1) 
2) Tscore 
Tscore is the percentage score of each node type having the best depth score (Dscore).For each node type having a valid Dscore, 
we evaluate its Tscore% by using equation (2) and choose the optimal or maximum Tscore% as the best search for node type. The 
percentage score of the optimal node type Tscore% is thus defined as, the percentage of frequency of occurrence of keywords in 
the query at a particular node type with respect to the frequency of occurrence of that node type. 

   (2) 
3) Data search and Ranking of results 
 
With respect to the desired or relevant search for node type-T computed form valid Tscore% the prefix paths for the node type are 
sorted. Then the sorted prefix paths of the search for node type is Ranked by defining the correlation between the sorted paths. 
The ranking is defined as 

    (3) 

     R =diff(Rank1 - Rank2)<threshold 

    Then R= node type is lowest Tscore% 

    elsif R =max (Rank)= Rank1.            (4) 

The Path of the search for node type having the ‘Ry’ value with the highest sum is ranked as the best search intention given in 
equation (3), if the difference of the first to ranked correlation sum of the paths is greater than or equal to the threshold value, else 
if the difference is less than the threshold then the lowest Tscore% is selected as the desired search for node type, as given in 
equation (4). 

5.  RESULTS AND COMPARISON 

Our proposed search intention identification and relevance oriented ranking for keyword search over XML data was experimented 
by implementing our approach. The experimental results obtained are tabulated and these results are compared with the existing 
method XReal. The results generated and compared are tested for the real datasets WSU , eBay  are further discussed in terms of 
effectiveness. This type contains two tests viz., 1.1) Inferring the desired search for node type and 1.2) Quality measure using 
Precision, Recall and F-measure. 
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Notation Query 
WSU Dataset  
QW1 230 
QW2 CAC 101 
QW3 ECON 
QW4 Biology 
QW5 Place TODD 
eBay Dataset  
QE1 2 days 
QE2 cpu 933 
QE3 Hard drive CA 

Table 3. Queries under test 

5.1 Effectiveness test 

5.1.1 Inferring the desired search for node type 

The effectiveness of our approach for a statistical dependent and ranking measure for keyword search over XML data is addressed 
by identifying the user search intention and resolving the ambiguity issues. The accuracy of our approach is tested by evaluating 
the user search intention for the search for node type for the query tabulated in the table 3. The user search intention, if observed 
from the table 4 for WSU(15MB) and ebay(0.35MB) dataset is ideal for our method as these datasets are of small size and XReal 
approach compared to the SLCA/Xseek. For example in case of Query QE1 search intention is auction_info and our approach 
outputs time_left;auction _info. Example for desired Search for node type using our proposed method is shown in table 4. 

 

Query Intenti
on 

Xreal Xseek/S
LCA 

Our 

Q
W
1 

230 place course;pla
ce 

course/pl
a-ce 

crs-
course/roo
m-place 

Q
W
2 

CAC 
101 

course Course course prefix-
Course 

Q
W
3 

ECO
N 

course Course prefix/co
ur-se 

prefix-
course 

Q
W
4 

Biolo
gy 

course Course title/cour
se 

title-course 

Q
W
5 

Place 
TOD
D 

course Course course place-
course 

QE
1 

2 days auction
_info 

Listing time_left/
li-sting 

time_left-
auction_inf
o 

QE
2 

cpu 
933 

listing Listing cpu/listin
g 

cpu/item_i
nfo-listing 

QE
3 

Hardd
rive 
CA 

listing Listing descripti
on/listing 

description/
l-isting 

Table 4. Effectiveness test on Inferring the desired search for node type 

5.1.2 Quality measure 

Quality measure is also addresses the effectiveness of our approach by evaluating all the queries under test Precision is the 
percentage measure of, the output subtrees that are desired; recall is the percentage measure of the desired subtrees that are output; 
while F-measure is the weighted mean value of precision and recall.The Average precision for our proposed approach is effective 
than the XReal for the WSU and eBay dataset. The Recall measure for all  real datasets and the recall measure for our approach 
out performs XReal. Further, Fmeasure is measured adopting formula F = [(precision * recall)/ (precision + recall)] to get 
Fmeasure in Table 5. F-measure for our method in the Ebay dataset is 44.44% whereas; for XReal in Ebay it is 40.02%. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the keyword search over the xml data which is user-friendly and there is no need for the user to study about 
the xml data .This paradigm gives the relevant results the user wants. we have performed a broad analysis over the different 
approaches available for keyword search on XML data in the literature. From the  results obtained of the Query under testing 
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different datasets in terms of effectiveness and efficiency  indicates that the proposed approach outperforms the existing 
techniques of XML keyword search. 
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